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We study ultrashort laser-pulse propagation and filamentation dynamics in dispersive Kerr media. We iden-
tify the regime for which the filamentation threshold �Pth� is considerably higher than the critical power �Pcr�
for monochromatic beam collapse in pure Kerr media. In particular, we compare the threshold for the forma-
tion of filaments with that for the formation of X-waves. At powers Pcr� P� Pth, self-focusing is arrested by
group-velocity dispersion, and no filaments or X-waves are formed. At P� Pth, we observe X-wave formation
and a weak filamentation regime. At P� Pth, we observe both X-waves and fully formed filaments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrashort laser-pulse filamentation is proving to be ex-
tremely important for our understanding of fundamental non-
linear laser-matter interactions and also for applications
ranging from white light sources �1� and few-cycle pulse
generation �2,3� to efficient frequency conversion �4,5�. Im-
portant applications are also related to lightning protection
�6–9�, remote LIDAR sensing of chemical elements in the
atmosphere �10,11�, and remote THz spectroscopy �12,13�. It
is common use to refer to a critical threshold power defined
for two-dimensional �2D� self-focusing of a monochromatic
Gaussian beam Pcr=1.836�2 / �4�n0n2� �16�, where n0 and n2
are the linear and nonlinear indexes, respectively. For suffi-
ciently long pulses when the input pulse power is larger than
Pcr, self-focusing will dominate over diffraction and the in-
put pulse will collapse, as predicted more than 40 years ago
�14�. The collapse may be arrested by various mechanisms
such as multiphoton absorption �MPA� or self-induced
plasma defocusing �17�. Beyond the point of tightest focus,
which is referred to as nonlinear focus, the beam then
evolves into a filament, i.e., a tightly focused peak that main-
tains a very small diameter over many diffraction lengths. A
fundamental parameter of the input laser pulse is the duration
�. Long, many-ps pulses will unavoidably lead to avalanche
ionization, material damage, and very short filament lengths.
The first long-range filaments were observed in air with
200-fs-long input pulses �15�, and continuous advances in
laser technology now render few-cycle laser pulses commer-
cially available. Due to the importance of the pulse duration
in the filamentation process, it is necessary to understand

how the various effects and in particular group velocity dis-
persion �GVD� come into play. Indeed, it is important to
underline that the critical power Pcr is defined for a mono-
chromatic beam and therefore neglects any possible effects
related to the temporal dynamics of a pulse. It is well known
that if the pulse is short enough, then self-focusing may be
slowed down and eventually arrested by pulse temporal
broadening due to GVD and splitting �18,19�.

Filamentation has been interpreted in terms of spontane-
ous formation of conical waves, in particular of X-waves
�20,21�. These are stationary states in both linear and nonlin-
ear regimes and are characterized by an intense central peak
in the near field, which may be identified with the filament
core, and by a marked angularly dispersed spectral broaden-
ing in the Fourier domain, often referred to as conical emis-
sion �CE�. It has been shown that in condensed media with
relatively low self-generated plasma densities, the conical
waves are generated at the nonlinear focus of the collapsing
pulse where MPA plays a major role in reshaping the input
Gaussian pulse into a conical wave �22�. More recently, the
description of filaments in terms of X-waves has been ex-
tended to filamentation in gaseous media such as air in which
the collapse is arrested by plasma defocusing �23�. The ques-
tion concerning the role played by X-waves during filamen-
taion is still open. Particularly, it is worthwhile to clarify if
they are inherent to the filamentation process, or if they are
just side products that often accompany filamentation.

In this paper, we investigate both experimentally and nu-
merically the filamentation threshold in condensed media in
the regime of ultrashort 20–40 fs laser pulses. We show that
the power threshold, previously identified as that above
which GVD is not able to arrest collapse �19�, coincides with
both the filamentation threshold and the generation of
X-waves and associated features, e.g., a conical energy flux,*daniele.faccio@uninsubria.it
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so that X-waves have to be considered as structural to the
filament and that one cannot exist without the other.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were performed using 25 fs pulses at
700 nm delivered by a noncollinear optical parametric am-
plified �Topas white, light Conversion Ltd., Vilnius, Lithua-
nia� pumped by an amplified Ti:sapphire laser. The experi-
mental layout is shown in Fig. 1. The pulses were first
spatially filtered and then focused onto a 4 cm sample of
water with a 30 cm focal length lens. The output spectra
were measured with a home-built imaging spectrometer with
the input slit placed in the focal plane of a 10 cm lens and
recorded with a modified Nikon D70 digital camera so as to
obtain the �� ,�� angularly resolved spectrum. Figures
2�a�–2�d� show the measured spectra with increasing input
energy. The input spectrum �a� splits into two separate spec-
tral components �b�. This is followed by the development of
conical emission that spreads out from the two spectral peaks
with the notable feature that the redshifted �blueshifted� peak
originates a blueshifted �redshifted� CE, so that the CE tails
intersect close to 700 nm, at ��20 mrad. In keeping with
the X-wave interpretation of filamentation, we may fit the
spectrum in Fig. 2�c� using the relation k�=�k2−kz

2 with k

= �	 /c�n�	� and kz�	�=k�	0�+ �	−	0� /vg. The group ve-
locity vg of the X-wave may be determined directly from the
�� ,�� spectrum as described elsewhere �5,24,25�: the two CE
features give two separate vg values. The dashed line shows
the X-wave relation obtained with a value of vg
=2.2335�0.0003
108 m /s while the solid line is obtained
with vg=2.227�0.0002
108 m /s. This shows that the CE
patterns correspond to two separate X-waves that propagate
slightly faster �slower� than the input Gaussian pulse �vg
=2.23
108 m /s�. In the near field this corresponds to a
splitting of the on-axis intensity peak �20,21�. At even higher
input energies, Fig. 2�d�, the faster X-wave strengthens con-
siderably at the expense of the slower X-wave, which is
hardly visible. If we compare these spectra to those measured
with longer pulses �see, for example, Refs. �5,20��, we im-
mediately note the strong spectral splitting of the two
X-waves: these usually pass through, or very close to, the
same central pump wavelength while the measurements with
25 fs pulses clearly highlight that GVD is playing an impor-
tant role which, together with the self-focusing nonlinearity,
leads to a spectral splitting of the axial spectrum. Indeed for
decreasing input pulse durations we may expect GVD to play
an increasingly important role in the dynamics that lead to
filament formation. Luther et al. have studied numerically
the various regimes in which self-focusing or pulse broaden-
ing will dominate. In the framework of a model that accounts
only for diffraction, dispersion, and Kerr nonlinear response,
they have provided an analytical relation that allows us to
distinguish between one and the other depending on input
pulse duration, beam width, and intensity �19�. A parameter
� is defined as the ratio between the pulse diffraction length
Ldf=kw0

2 /2 and dispersion length Lds=�2 /k�, where w0 is the
pulse radius, k is the wave vector, and k�=d2k /d	2 is the
GVD parameter. Their results show that a threshold power
exists, Pth, above which the nonlinear dynamics always leads
to collapse. Pth, however, increases with gamma. This means
that for very short pulses, a sizable gap between Pth and Pcr
occurs. The above-mentioned analytical relation is shown as
a solid line in Fig. 3. For powers Pcr� P� Pth, where Pth is
a threshold power, the pulse will self-focus and collapse will
be arrested by GVD. For P� Pth, the regime is self-focusing
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental layout used for the
measurements.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental spectra measured after a
4-cm-long water sample with an input pulse centered at 700 nm and
with increasing energy: �a� 300 nJ, �b� 500 nJ, �c� 600 nJ, and �d�
800 nJ.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Solid line: power, Pth �normalized with
respect to Pcr� above which beam collapse will occur according to
the relation given in Ref. �19�. Dots: input pulse powers, corre-
sponding to input energies of 300, 500, 600, and 800 nJ, investi-
gated numerically and experimentally in this work.
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dominated and collapse occurs. For the parameters of our
experiment, we find �=5.25 and Pth=9.6Pcr. The actual in-
put powers in Figs. 2�a�–2�d� correspond to P=5.6, 9.3, 11,
and 14.8
 Pcr, respectively �solid circles in Fig. 3�, so that
we are effectively studying the transition from the GVD-
dominated regime to the self-focusing dominated regime.

This threshold-like behavior is shown in more detail in
Fig. 4, where we plot the measured maximum divergence
angle of the laser pulse exiting the Kerr medium for varying
input pulse energy. As may be seen, close to the predicted
threshold energy of 500 nJ �9.3Pcr� the divergence angle in-
creases sharply and then levels off. The observed sharp in-
crease in � therefore gives an indication regarding the thresh-
old nature of this process. This increase is related to the
formation of X-tails in the spectrum, i.e., to the development
of conical emission, which is known to be an indication of
the spontaneous formation of X-waves. As we will show in
the following section, the same threshold behavior is ob-
served also in the formation of the filament, thus linking
X-waves and filaments not only through their simultaneous
appearance but also through their abrupt formation dynam-
ics.

III. NUMERICS

In order to gain a deeper insight into the physics of the
pulse collapse process in the regime of strong GVD broad-
ening, we performed a series of numerical simulations under
conditions similar to the experiments.

The code used has been described in detail elsewhere �17�
and here we recall only its general features outlining the
separate terms used and that are of importance for this
work. We solve the nonlinear equation for the envelope
E	,r,z=F�Et,r,z�, where F denotes Fourier transform and the
laser field with central frequency 	0 reads Et,r,z
=Et,r,z exp�−i	0t+ ik0z�. The derivation of the envelope equa-
tion from the wave equation in nonlinear media is recalled in
Refs. �17,26�,

2Kg

�E	,r,z

�z
= i��

2 E	,r,z + i�k2�	� − Kg
2�E	,r,z

+ �i
	2

c2 P	,r,z −
	

c2J	,r,z� , �1�

where Kg=k0+k0��	−	0�. The first two terms on the right-
hand side �r.h.s.� of Eq. �1� account for diffraction in the
transverse plane and dispersion described via the Sellmeier
relation k�	� given by Eq. �12� in Ref. �28�, which defines
the wave number k0	k�	0�, the group velocity 1 /k0�
	
1 / ��k /�	�
	0

, and the refraction index n0=k0c /	0. The
polarization Pt,r,z=Pt,r,z exp�−i	0t+ ik0z� describes the opti-
cal Kerr effect with coefficient n2. It is split into an instan-
taneous component and a delayed �Raman-Kerr� component
with fraction fR. The polarization envelope Pt,r,z is expressed
as

Pt,r,z = 2n0n2��
−

t

dt�R�t − t��
Et�,r,z
2Et,r,z, �2�

R�t� = �1 − fR���t� + fR
�2 + �2

�
e−�t sin��t� . �3�

Multiphoton processes and plasma induced phenomena are
described via the current and the evolution equation for the
electron density,

J = c���	��E − n0�K
E
2K−2E� , �4�

��	� = �r + i�i =
	0

c�c

	0�c�1 + i	�c�
1 + 	2�c

2 , �5�

��

�t
=

�K

K�	0

E
2K +

�r

Ui

E
2, �6�

where �K denotes the multiphoton absorption cross section,
K is the number of photons involved in the process, Ui is the
ionization potential of the medium, �c is the collision time
for the inverse bremsstrahlung process, and �c is the plasma
density above which the medium becomes opaque at 	0.

Figures 5�a�–5�d� show the numerically calculated spectra
for the same input conditions of the experimental results in
Fig. 2. In particular, Figs. 5�a�–5�c� were performed includ-
ing only the first three terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. �1� and with
fR=0 �i.e., accounting only for diffraction, dispersion, and
instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity�. Input energies higher than
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Experimentally measured maximum di-
vergence angle of emitted radiation versus input energy. Each point
is determined within a 2 mrad indetermination.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Numerical spectra in logarithmic scale �7
decades� centered at 700 nm and with increasing energy: �a� 300 nJ,
�b� 500 nJ, �c� 600 nJ, and �d� 800 nJ.
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0.6 �J required the use of the full equation in order to avoid
numerical divergence. The results reproduce the experimen-
tal findings and in particular the CE features. Figure 6 shows
the beam radii at full width at half-maximum �FWHM� for
the four input energies studied in Figs. 2 and 5: at low input
energies �0.3 and 0.5 �J� the beam undergoes a slight self-
focusing but collapse is quickly arrested by GVD and rela-
tively low peak intensities �40 and 100 GW /cm2� are
reached at the tightest focus point. We note that for these
energies, we observed no difference in the simulations when
including all nonlinear terms �e.g., multiphoton absorption
and plasma generation� or when including only diffraction,
dispersion, and self-focusing. For an input energy of 0.6 �J
we are in the regime P� Pth yet GVD alone is still able to
arrest the collapse. However, the FWHM curve �thin solid
line in Fig. 6� shows a cusp at the nonlinear focus which is
due to collapse arrested by the finite numerical grid. In order
to obtain a more meaningful result, we repeated the simula-
tion including also multiphoton absorption and we observed
a smoother behavior in the pulse evolution close to the non-
linear focus �short-dashed line�. This indicates that NLLs are
starting to play a non-negligible role in the pulse evolution.
Furthermore, we note that the pulse propagation after the
nonlinear focus may not be described in terms of simple
linear Gaussian-beam diffraction due to the fact that the peak
is strongly subdiffractive, i.e., the FWHM increases at a
much slower rate �about 5
 slower� than that expected for a
Gaussian beam with the same FWHM diameter. We therefore
identify this regime as a “weak” filament.

For higher energies, we were not able to arrest the pulse
collapse with GVD alone and we may conclude that indeed
the pulse is in the self-focusing dominated regime �31�. For
0.8 �J input energy, the FWHM evolution after the nonlinear
focus is no longer monotonic due to continued nonlinear
interactions: we may identify this regime as a “fully formed”
filament.

We now consider the role of X-wave formation in fila-
mentation. Indeed it is known that X-waves are stationary
solutions in the presence of a self-focusing nonlinearity and
GVD and that these are spontaneously generated within fila-
ments. X-waves are characterized by a number of features
that allows them to be identified:

�i� In the far-field, the X-wave spectrum is X-shaped, i.e.,
formed by hyperbolic tails that have a well-defined �=����
dependence, as described above.

�ii� In the near-field, the X-wave is characterized by an
intensity peak surrounded by slowly decaying tails, i.e., by
an energy reservoir that continuously refills the peak, as
highlighted also by a radial conical energy flux �23,29�.
Moreover, the intensity peak exhibits a strongly subdiffrac-
tive evolution. Due to the finite energy contained in the sur-
rounding energy reservoir, the subdiffractive peak will be
maintained only over a finite distance.

All of these features may be found also in filaments and
are considered as characteristic traits also of the filament. It
is therefore interesting to try and understand what really con-
stitutes a filament �30� and, consequently, the eventual role
of X-waves in sustaining the filament itself.

We consider the case of 0.6 �J input energy, i.e., at the
threshold for filament formation. If we look at the FWHM
evolution along propagation �Fig. 6�, we note that it is char-
acterized by an initial focusing stage followed by subdiffrac-
tive defocusing that we associated with the formation of a
weak filament. The corresponding spectrum in Fig. 5�c�
shows clear CE, which indeed hints toward the formation of
X-waves. As for the near-field, it has been pointed out that
self-focusing dynamics lead to complicated interference pat-
terns that are difficult to interpret �20� and do not allow to
readily isolate X-wave features. This difficulty may be par-
tially overcome by studying the near-field distribution of the
transverse energy density flux rather than that of the actual
electric field �23,29�. The rationale behind this approach is
that the surrounding, low intensity reservoir is not strongly
reshaped and does not exhibit a marked inward radial flux.
Conversely, the central high-intensity region suffers strong
spatio-temporal reshaping with a corresponding radial flux
that therefore strongly separates it from the reservoir. This is
shown in Fig. 7: the black solid line represents the on-axis
temporal intensity profile of the pulse. The input pulse has
split in two and the flux corresponding to each pulse and in
particular to the leading pulse shows a strong conical �V-
shaped in the r�0 plane� distribution with an inward �out-
ward� flux on the leading �trailing� edge. This conical flux
therefore confirms that indeed the input Gaussian pulse has
reshaped into a conical wave, in particular into an X-wave.
As a further confirmation of this fact, we study the evolution
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Numerically calculated beam radii at
FWHM for the same conditions as in Fig. 5. The input pulse ener-
gies are indicated on the relative curves.
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of the pulse FWHM after the propagation distance �3 cm�
considered in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the FWHM evolution
when all nonlinear effects are included over the full 4.4 cm
propagation distance �blue dotted line�. The red dashed line
corresponds to the numerically calculated evolution when, at
a distance z=3 cm, all nonlinear effects are switched off and
purely linear propagation ensues. The solid red line shows
the expected FWHM evolution for a Gaussian beam that has
the same FWHM of the pulse peak at z=3 cm. As may be
seen, the actual numerically calculated evolution of the pulse
exiting from the nonlinear propagation regime is highly sub-
diffractive and is nearly identical to that of the pulse with all
nonlinear effects switched on. Clearly this subdiffractive
propagation has nothing to do with the material nonlinearity
or nonlinear balancing effects and may only be ascribed to
the particular conical nature of the pulse itself. These results
lead us to the conclusion that spatiotemporal reshaping oc-
curs close to the nonlinear focus and that the ensuing �weak�
filament is nothing more than the propagation of the resulting
X-wave�s�.

Increasing the input energy does not qualitatively modify
any of the above results. A conical energy flux is associated
with each of the splitted pulses and strongly subdiffractive
propagation is still observed after the nonlinear focus even if
all nonlinear effects are switched off. However, quantitative
differences are observed: as the input power is increased
above the threshold for the self-focusing dominated regime,
both the peak intensity reached at the nonlinear focus and the
conical energy flux increase by an order of magnitude or
more with respect to that shown in Fig. 7. We give an ex-
ample of this in Fig. 9, which shows the filament intensity
and energy flux distributions for an input energy of 1.5 �J. A
marked difference is observed also in the FWHM evolution,
which may no longer be simply separated into a first focus-
ing and a second defocusing stage but rather exhibits a non-
monotonic evolution in the second stage �e.g., see Fig. 6 at
0.8 �J� and will eventually show multiple refocusing stages,
each characterized by a replenishment of energy toward the
center of the pulse and successive splitting into daughter
pulses �20,27�. Quantitative differences are observed also in

the �� ,�� spectrum: Fig. 10 shows the numerically calculated
spectrum with 1.5 �J input energy. With respect to Fig. 5 the
CE, i.e., the X-wave spectrum, is now much more developed
and shows well-defined tails that extend far away from the
pump wavelength. We verified this behavior experimentally
by sending a 35 fs, 3 �J, 800 nm pulse into a 4-cm-long
sample of sapphire. As shown in Fig. 11, the spectrum, mea-
sured with a commercial imaging spectrometer �Shamrock,
Andor�, exhibits the main characteristics of Fig. 10. We also
note that the traits outlined in this paragraph remain similar
in all media �condensed or gaseous� and for all wavelengths
within the normal GVD regime. In the self-focusing domi-
nated regime, the much higher intensities lead to a much
stronger nonlinear reshaping of the input Gaussian pulse.
The stronger conical flux indicates more sharply defined
X-waves that also have high �TW /cm2 peak intensities. The
successive propagation is therefore dominated by a dynami-
cal and nonlinear interaction between the splitted, high-
intensity X-waves which generate the main features observed
in filaments such as dynamical replenishment, CE, ioniza-
tion, and plasma generation.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have examined the collapse and succes-
sive propagation dynamics of ultrashort laser pulses in non-
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switched off and further propagation is purely linear. Solid line—
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linear Kerr media. For relatively long pulses, the collapsing
pulse will be in the well known self-focusing dominated re-
gime: beam collapse is arrested by a saturating mechanism,
the nature of which �e.g., MPA, plasma defocusing, higher-
order nonlinearity� will depend on the specific medium under
study. Collapse arrest will be followed by filament propaga-
tion. This is the case, for example, of most experiments re-
ported in the literature and applies to pulses with ��50 fs in
condensed media or ��10 fs in air. Shorter pulses will suf-
fer from strong GVD broadening, and this effect alone may
arrest the collapse and no clear filament is observed. How-

ever, as the input power is increased, a threshold power is
reached below which self-focusing will dominate. For input
powers close to this threshold, a weak filament is formed
whose propagation is nearly indistinguishable from that of
the linearly propagating X-wave generated at the nonlinear
focus. This gives a strong indication that the weak filament is
nothing more than a linearly propagating X-wave. For pow-
ers well above Pth, much higher �TW /cm2 intensities are
reached and the well-known self-focusing dominated dynam-
ics are recovered. The X-waves will no longer propagate
linearly or independently after the nonlinear focus but rather
continue to interact through the instantaneous Kerr nonlin-
earity and eventually through delayed nonlinear effects such
as stimulated Raman scattering and plasma generation.
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